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Figure 1: An overview of our proposed approach that consists of two main steps: (i) the CLIP-based
Contrastive Latent Representation Learning step and (ii) the Audio-Guided Image Manipulation step.
In (i), we train a set of encoders with a different modality (i.e. audio, text, and image) to produce the
matched latent representations. E.g. representations for a triplet pair (the audio input “Fire crackling”,
the text input “Fire crackling”, and the corresponding image) are pulled together in the embedding
space (or CLIP space) (see left). In (ii), we use a direct code optimization so that a source latent code
is modified in response to a user-provided audio input (see right).
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Introduction

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [2] can synthesize realistic high-quality images in diverse
domains, and recent style-based generated models [5, 9, 10, 3] further suggest that its latent space can
be utilized to manipulate synthetic and real images. A text-driven image manipulation method, called
StyleCLIP [6], focused on leveraging the representational power of Contrastive Language-Image
Pre-training (CLIP) models [7] to produce semantically meaningful latent manipulations given a text
input (e.g. given the text prompt “surprised”, a facial expression of a real celebrity portrait can be
manipulated from neutral to surprised).
In this work, following this stream of work, we propose a novel audio-guided image manipulation
approach for artistic paintings, which can generate semantically meaningful latent manipulations give
an audio input (e.g. given an audio input “fire crackling”, our model manipulates a landscape painting
to a “fired” landscape painting as shown in Figure 1). To our best knowledge, our work is the first to
explore generating semantically meaningful image manipulations from a variety of audio sources.
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Figure 2: Examples of audio-guided image manipulations using our proposed method. Audio inputs
used for conditioning each manipulation are explained above each arrow. Audible sounds and more
diverse examples are available at https://kuai-lab.github.io/aiartist.
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Method

We closely follow the existing text-guided image manipulation model, called StyleCLIP [6], which
first trains the image and audio encoders to produce similar latent representations. After this pretraining step, encoders are frozen and used to manipulate images according to a target text input,
e.g. images with different facial expressions can be manipulated with different text inputs. In this
work, we explore another source modality, audio. As shown in Figure 1, our audio encoder is first
trained (using a contrastive learning loss) to produce a latent representation that is aligned with
pre-trained StyleCLIP’s text and image encoders. Such aligned representations can be used for image
manipulation with the target audio input in a similar way to StyleCLIP.
CLIP-based Contrastive Latent Representation Learning. Our audio encoder takes melspectrogram acoustic features as an input and produces a d-dimensional latent representation. We use
ResNet-50 [4] architecture as a backbone, and we use the contrastive learning approach: i.e. latent
representations of a positive multi-modal pair (e.g. sound of fire and a text of “fire crackling”) from
audio and text encoders are pulled together, while latent representations of a negative pair are pushed
apart from each other. Formally, we use the following contrastive loss function Lcon to train our
audio encoder:
N X
N
X
Lcon =
y · log(ai · tj ) + (1 − y) · log(1 − ai · tj )
(1)
i=1 j=1

where we optimize cosine similarity between the audio embedding a ∈ Rd and the text embedding
t ∈ Rd . We set y = 1 for the positive pairs, otherwise y = 0. N represents the batch size and · is the
Euclidean dot product. We use VGGSound video dataset [1] to train our audio encoder.
Audio-guided Image Manipulation. We use direct latent code optimization for audio-guided image
manipulation by solving the following optimization problem:


I(G(wa )) · a
argmin 1 −
+ λsim ||wa − ws ||2
(2)
||I(G(wa ))||2 · ||a||2
wa ∈W +
where a given source latent code ws , we use a StyleGAN-based generator G and a CLIP-based
image encoder I. With such an optimization scheme, we minimize the cosine distance between the
embeddings of the manipulated image G(wa ) and the audio input a so that an input latent code wa
is modified in response to a user-provided audio input. The L2 distance in latent space is used to
regulate the similarity to the input image with a hyperparameter λsim . Note that our generator G is
pre-trained with WikiArt [8] fine-art paintings dataset.
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Result and Conclusion

As shown in Figure 2, our model can produce a variety of manipulations for art paintings conditioned
on driving audio inputs, such as wind, fire, explosion, thunderstorm, rain, folk music, and Latin
music. We observe in our experiment that an audio input can successfully provide a semantic cue
to manipulate images accordingly. For example, given a wind sound, a portrait is manipulated with
wind brown hair; a landscape painting is manipulated with fire and/or rain. We provide more diverse
examples produced by ours at https://kuai-lab.github.io/aiartist.
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Ethical Implications
The proposed model utilized given sound as an input source and the generated results could be biased
from original paintings. Although this could bring satisfactory output for users, the generated results
might imply intention contrary to original painters. Thus, users should be aware of it and respect the
painter’s intentions.
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Supplementary Document
Please visit our project page2 for more information containing manipulated paintings with audio.
We present experimental results of generated paintings using our proposed method. We selected
seven audio clips: Fire, Rain, Wind, Explosion, Folk Music, Latin Music, and Thunderstorm for the
experimental results. We use ten seconds of audio per clip for the artwork generation.
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Figure 3: Source Column: Source paintings from WikiArt, Result Columns: Generated paintings
with seven different kinds of audio clip
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